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Photography in the Raw
The humbling exhibition “Photo Brut” brings together generations of self-taught
artists who appropriate photographs or create their own.
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It’s great that the American Folk Art Museum doesn’t charge admission these days.
More than one visit may be needed to absorb its landmark exhibition “Photo Brut:
Collection Bruno Decharme & Compagnie.”
This jaw-dropping, sometimes heart-rending show — a larger version of which was seen
at a photography festival in Arles, France, last summer — is a cornucopia of established
and unfamiliar names, from the celebrated Henry Darger to the all-but-unknown Ichiwo
Sugino; improvised mediums and often painful stories of isolated lives.
It is also the first large survey to examine what it has named Photo Brut, the various
forms of photography practiced by artists referred to as self-taught or outsider in the
United States, and as Art Brut, or raw art, in Europe. They didn’t and don’t always call
what they are doing art. Much like their mainstream counterparts, they have come to
use the camera and photographs for collage, assemblage, appropriation, staged
photography and the like.
The works here are drawn primarily from the extensive collection of Bruno Decharme, a
French film director, whose non-photographic holdings were shown at this museum in
2001. It was organized by Decharme and Valérie Rousseau, senior curator at the Folk
Art Museum, and gives further prominence to the useful phrase Photo Brut — rawness is
something of a byword in the work here — and seems bound for wider usage.
The show is 13 artists smaller than in Arles, but its proportions remain epic. It contains
over 400 works by more than 40 artists who were born between 1891 and 1992, about
one third of whom are still alive. Several artists are well known, but I’ll be concentrating
on those new to me.
The curators have divided the work into four loose, overlapping groups: Private Affairs,
Performing, Reformatting the World and Conjuring the Real. The section titles make
increasing sense the more you engage. But you are also left to connect the dots yourself.

The show as a whole presented an installation challenge that has been mostly met,
but a lot of the images are small and recessive. The trick is to look at the work, read
the artist’s short biography and look again, allowing the two to briefly form a little
world. Here are several that I visited.

Performing
Cindy Sherman made dressing up for the camera one of the most persistent and useful
staples of contemporary art. So it makes sense that the Performing section feels
relatively up to date.
The staged photographs of Marcel Bascoulard (1913-1978) show this slight, older man in
women’s clothes, posed in his French village. Taken by the villagers who also cared for
him, they seem like decrepit documents of another time: The images are often
sepia-toned and the dresses long and redolent of the 19th-century. His unchanging
expression is ineffably poignant — at once adamant and forlorn, male and female. Tragic
figures like Madame Bovary and Anna Karenina come to mind, but so do William
Wegman’s Weimaraners. It is easy to walk past these images, but I advise against it.

Staged photographs of Marcel Bascoulard show him in women’s clothes, posing in his French village.
Marcel Bascoulard and American Folk Art Museum.

